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ABSTRACT 
We first derive the bound Idet(XI - A)1 < Xk - X\ (X, < X), where A is a k X k 
nonnegative real matrix and X, is the spectral radius of A. If A is irreducible and 
integral, and its largest nonnegative eigenvalue is an integer n, then we use this 
inequality to derive the upper bound nkml on the components of the smallest integer 
eigenvector corresponding to n. Finer information on the components is also derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an integral nonnegative irreducible k x k matrix whose largest 
nonnegative eigenvalue is an integer n, then the right eigenspace for n is 
spanned by a positive vector with integer components [2, Chapter XIII]. 
Among other things, an upper bound, nk- ‘, on the components of the 
smallest integer eigenvector for n is derived. 
The smallest integer eigenvector is used in the theory of symbolic 
dynamics [3] and in coding theory [l] for the state-splitting algorithm. The 
size of its components impinges on the complexity of the algorithm. This is 
taken up in a subsequent paper. 
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2. THE BOUNDS 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf A is a k x k nonnegative real matrix with largest non- 
negative eigenvalue h,, then 
]det(XZ-A)]<Ak-_Xkg (X,<h). 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on k. The case k = 1 is clear. 
Since A is nonnegative, the (k - 1) X (k - 1) matrix A(i]i) obtained by 
deleting the ith row and ith column from A has largest nonnegative 
eigenvalue Ai < h, [2, X111.3.2.41. By the inductive hypothesis, 
]adj(XZ- A)ji(=Idet(XZ-A(ili))l~~~k-l--~~l~Xk-l (hi<‘)* 
By considering the definition of det, we have 
-$det(XZ- A)= 2 adj(hZ- A)ii. 
i=l 
SO 
-&det(hZ- A) 
k 
g~~~/adj(hZ-A)iil~kXI~’ (ha < X). 
Hence 
/det(hZ-A)I~Jhhk;\t-ldh=~k-Xko (X,<A). 
0 
What happens in the extreme case of equality? If X, = 0, then A is 
nilpotent and the characteristic polynomial of A is X”, so det(XZ - A) = Ak = 
Xk - X”,. Otherwise: 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf A is a k X k nonnegative real matrix with largest non- 
negative eigenvalue X, > 0, and there is a x > X, with 
det(XZ-A)=xk-_Ak,, 
then 
A = XJ- ‘PD, 
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where D is a diagonal, nonnegative matrix, and P is a cyclic permutation 
matrix. Moreover, A can be so expressed uniquely, up to scalar multiples 
ofD. 
Proof. Since, by the proof of Lemma 2.1, 
-&det(XZ - A) Q &(h” - Xkg), 
and det( XI - A) and Xk - Xk, agree at h = X a and at X = h, they agree on 
the interval [A,, x], and therefore everywhere. So Ak - A\ is the characteris- 
tic polynomial of A. 
Without loss of generality assume X, = 1. As A annulates its characteris- 
tic polynomial, we have that Ak = 1. So Ak = Z and A > 0, and thus some 
positive combination of certain rows of A gives the standard basis row vector 
ej. Each row in this positive combination must be proportional to ej. Hence, 
this combination can involve only a single row of A; otherwise the rows of A 
would be linearly dependent. Each row of A therefore has a single nonzero 
entry, Ai,oi> where CJ is a permutation. Let P be the permutation matrix 
with Pi, oi = 1 (1~ i Q k). A priori, u may not be a cyclic permutation. For 
eachorbit {i,,ai,,...,a P- ‘i, } of CT, we inductively define D on the diagonal 
entries corresponding to the orbit by arbitrarily selecting i, in the orbit and 
setting 
and 
D(i O,iO)=l 
D( uj+$, uj+‘iO ) = D(aji,,aji,)A(uji,,ui+‘i,) (0 < j < p - 2)> 
where we denote a matrix entry Mij by M(i, j). Note that p I k and 
i 
p-1 k/P k-l 
j~OA(uil,,ujtliO) = j~OA(ujio,uji’io)=(Ak)(in,i,,)=l, 
because Ak = Z and uPi, = i,. Thus 
p-2 
D(i,,i,)=l= 
i. 
J~OA(uii,,u~-‘iO) A(uP-‘iO,i,,) 
1 
= D( up-$,, up-li,)A( up-‘i,, i,). 
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so 
Hence 
Doi ai = DiiAi oi (16 i G k). 
Doi,oi/Di,i= Ai oi if ’ ai 
=A.‘. rf&. . . . ‘93 
A and P, being similar, have the same characteristic polynomial, namely 
hk - 1. Therefore, P is a cyclic permutation matrix. The uniqueness of P is 
clear. D is unique up to scalar multiples because u is cyclic. n 
REMARK Note that Lemma 2.1 states that for any A 2 A,, 
where p runs over the spectrum of A. So the geometric average of the 
distances to X of the elements in the spectrum of A is at most the 
corresponding average distance to X of the points X0ei(2n’k)j, 0 G j G k - 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a k x k nonnegative, irreducible, integer matrix 
whose largest nonnegative eigenvalue is an integer n > 1. Let r be the unique 
positive integer right eigenvector for n whose components are relatively 
prime. If the integer m divides some component of T, then the number of 
components of r not divisible by m is at least 
1og.m. 
Proof. Let A’ be the matrix obtained by deleting from A the rows and 
columns indexed by those i such that m I ri. Correspondingly, let r ’ be the 
vector obtained by deleting from r each entry ri with m I r,. We have 
(nI- A’)r’ = mb, 
where b is the integer vector obtained by deleting from 
i( C Aljrj>*.*> C Akjrj)" 
(j:mlrj} (j:mlrj) 
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those components indexed by i such that m I ri. Since A is irreducible, we 
have b # 0 and n > the spectral radius of A’. Thus det(nZ - A’) # 0. We 
have 
det(nZ-A’)r’=madj(nZ-A’)b. 
The g.c.d. of the components of r ‘, call it g ‘, is relatively prime to m; 
otherwise the components of r would not be relatively prime. Now 
mIg’det(nZ-A’), 
so 
mIdet(nZ-A’). 
In particular, using Lemma 2.1, 
where X, is the largest nonnegative eigenvalue of A’, and k’ is the 
dimension of A’. Hence, k’, the number of components of A not divisible by 
m, is at least 
1og”m. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. With A and r as in Theorem 2.3, each component of r 
is at most nkP1. 
Proof. Let m be the value of the maximum component of r. By 
Theorem 2.3, 
log,m<k-1. 
so 
m<nk-‘. n 
The lower bound in Theorem 2.3 is sharp; it is achieved when m is any 
component of the eigenvector 
r = (1,2,4 ,..., 2k-1)T 
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0 1 0 0 ‘-- 0 
0 0 1 0 ... 0 
A= 
0 0 0 1 ‘a* 0 
. . . . 
il 0 0 0 **a i 
-2 1 1 1 *** l_ 
The upper bound in Corollary 2.4 is also sharp by the same example. 
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